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The Buddha was born many times on 
earth before becoming the Buddha 

Sakyamuni. 



In one of those previous lives, Buddha 
was a wise Monkey King. One day, the 
Monkey King was walking along the 

forest path together with many of his 
attendants- the deer, th e elephants, 

the rabbits, and the birds. 



As they walked under the hot summer 
sky, they saw the glimmer of water 

on a lake. The Monkey King said to his 
friend and attendant, the elephant: 

“My dear elephant. We are all thirsty. 
Can you please fetch us some water to 

drink?”



The elephant hurried away gladly. But 
when the elephant arrived at the lake, 
he saw that monkeys were playing near 

the banks, and they had turned the 
water very muddy. On the other side, 
a herd of buffalos had come for a 

bath and turned up all the mud at the 
bottom. 



“How can I take this muddy water to 
my beloved King?” the elephant said 
to himself. So he returned without 

bringing back any water.
“The water is too muddy for you to 

drink, my King,” the elephant said. “So I 
did not bring any.” 

The animals were somewhat 
disappointed to hear this. But the 
monkey King didn’t say anything.



At the end of the meadow, there 
was a giant oak tree with branches 

spread out like a gigantic umbrella. The 
animals sat around the Monkey King 
under the shade of the tree to rest. 



“Elephant, we are all thirsty. Can you 
please fetch us some water to drink?” 
the Monkey King said again. Although 
he knew the water was muddy, the 
elephant loved the Monkey King and 
was very loyal to him, so he went to 
the lake once again without saying a 

word. 



When he reached the lake, he saw that 
all the animals had gone, and much 
to his surprise, the water was clear 
and still. All the mud that had been 

disturbed had settled back again to the 
bottom. Carefully, he scooped up the 
clean water in his trunk and returned 

to the tree. 



“My King, the water was clean and cool, 
so I have brought plenty back,” he said.



The Monkey King and all the other 
attendants took deep drinks of the 

water and sat back again in the shade, 
feeling satisfied. 



“Our mind is like the water in the lake,” 
the Monkey King said to his attendants. 
“Sometimes our minds are disturbed, 
and it becomes muddy and cloudy. But 
if we give ourselves some time, and 

wait for it to settle down again without 
disturbing it, then our minds will clear 
again just like the water in the lake.”




